The mechanism of IR multiple photon excitation through the dense manifold of vibrational states, usually called the quasicontinuum, of a vibrationally excited molecule is one of the unresolved issues in the field of laser chemistry. The effects of deuterium substitution on propylene IR multiple photon excitation are used to identify the vibrational modes leading to efficient excitation. Optoacoustic energy deposition data show that for propylene, 3 multiple photon excitation occurs most efficiently at the methyl group, and furthermore that efficient methyl group excitation requires the CH group on the adjacent carbon. Thus 3 multiple photon excitation of propylene, while involving energy deposition directly into several spatially discrete intramolecular groups, is found to be enhanced by specific intramolecular couplings. Implications of this result for mechanisms of IR multiple photon excitation are discussed.
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A fundamental question remaining to be answered for infrared laser induced multiple photon processes is the mechanism of excitation through the dense quasicontinuum of states of a vibrationally excited molecule. ' The usual explanation for red shifted multiple photon dissociation spectra is that rotational state energy compensation is more effective at lower frequencies. 9 This effect cannot be a major factor in the 3 Ixm excitation of propylene as deuterium substitution does not dramatically affect the overall rotational structure, and therefore cannot explain the results in Figure 1 . Alternatively, if excitation efficiency were determined primarily by the vibrational state density in the quasicontinuum, every deuterated propylene would show greater absorption cross section enhancements than propylene-h6. This is clearly not the case (Figure 1) . Furthermore, preliminary calibrated energy deposition measurements for the deuterated propylenes indicate that every deuterated propylene shows only comparable net energy deposition compared to propylene-h6. Specific states of the excited molecule apparently promote more efficient multiple photon excitation. These observations are qualitatively similar to the 3 m excitation mechanism proposed for ethyl chloride, 4 vibrations are possible doorway states. In addition to the effects of deuterium substitution on the high frequency modes, similar effects on the lower frequency modes (<2500 cm-1) must also be considered. Several combination states derived from low frequency modes are in the correct range for absorption from 2900-2950 cm-1. 7 The modes primarily involve the CH3 group and are not strongly altered by deuterium substitution at the center carbon, thus it is unlikely that such overtone excitation is significant. It is not readily apparent whether or not an excited state of a low frequency mode can act as a doorway state as described above. The question of participation of low frequency modes in these experiments will have to await a detailed accounting of all those states which have energies such that they can contribute to multiple photon excitation.
These data have important implications for current discussions of intramolecular vibrational energy relaxation in IR multiple photon excitation. If energy is deposited directly into spatially separate molecular states within the molecule, then some degree of internal energy randomization is guaranteed. A critical question which must be addressed is the spatial extent of intermode coupling during IR multiple photon excitation.
The data in Figure 1 indicate that the CH2 group farthest from the CH3 group participates less than the CH group on the carbon next to the CHa group even though the v3 CH2 fundamental is at nearly the same frequency as the adjacent v2 CH fundamental. The effects of intermode coupling during 3 Im multiple photon excitation apparently decrease substantially when the CH groups are separated by more than one atom in the molecular chain, indicating that "region specific" intramolecular excitation may be possible. Furthermore, it may prove possible to design molecules with appropriate molecular structure selected to create efficient chromophores for multiple photon excitation, markedly enhancing energy deposition rotes. Excitation rates capable of effectively competing with rapid intramolecular and collisional energy relaxation processes are thus conceivable.
The present work is being extended to cover a range of fluences, to larger molecules in order to explore the spatial extent of intermode coupling, and to molecules with a variety of CH groups in order to determine which modes couple most efficiently. An important question arising from these results is whether or not the relative enhancement shown in Figure   la carries through to very high (dissociative) vibrational levels. Preliminary experiments indicate that this may be so, as normalized propylene-h6 dissociation yields are substantially higher at 2954 cm -1 than at 3100 cm-1.
s Dissociation experiments with deuterated propylenes are planned to explore these effects at very high vibrational levels.
